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Seventh Fleet: Laments Of The Ghost

Seventh Fleet: Laments of the Ghost was a roleplay plot set to begin in January 2013.

The plot went inactive in May 2013.

Game Masters

The plot is run by the Game Master Andrew and Christina/Marie (CO-GM).

About the Plot

The plot will be a social plot with some heavy combat themes at times. Many missions will focus on
problem solving and investigations.

Laments of the Ghost: The Trailer

YE 30 was a year of unrest within the Motoyoshi Clan, their rise to the Imperial House was short lived and
marked by an act of violence that would come to define everything that was to come. Under the
influence of an Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp (SMX) agent by the name of Angelica, Motoyoshi
Kiyoko attempted to assassinate Mistress Taisho Ketsurui Yui at the Battle of the Great Lighthouse, an
attempt that would prove unsuccessful, but would become a ripple that grew into a wave - a wave of
dissidence that would break the colonies to the galactic southeast from the Empire. The formation of the
United Outer Colonies caused further ripples, and even after her restoration in the colonies several days
after her death, Kiyoko's connections to Angelica remained making her loyalty a second victory over
Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko, who had faced the betrayal of the Hanabusa Tributary earlier that year.

The dishonorable actions of those who left, silenced the Yamatai no Motoyoshi for years. During that
time, the conflict with the Mishhuvurthyar broke out once more, and the Second Mishhuvurthyar War
swept through both the Yamataian and Nepleslian astral territories. It was not until after the United Outer
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Colonies fell that Angelica appeared again, this time facing Katsuko at Xylar and Darso, where although
she lost the respective battles - she was able to hook her nemesis into her game once more, luring her
and her fleet with the threat that she would use her Shlarvasseroth-class Flagship to repeat the tragedy
of Taiie in another Yamataian System. At Darso, Angelica also revealed that she had posession of the YSS
Yuurei, which had disappeared in YE 30. It was a Plumeria-class (2D) Medium Gunship commanded by
Katsuko's protege, Motoyoshi Misato, who had since been restored after she was assumed dead when
she failed to return from the Yuurei mission.

In late YE 34, the War began to turn, the Mishhuvurthyar began to retreat and resorted to marauding and
raiding strategies as they lost their hold on key systems. Under the orders of Mistress Taishio Yui,
Katsuko and the Motoyoshi would set out once more, on a mission to track down Angelica and destroy
her capability of threatening the Empire, and to locate Motoyoshi Kiyoko and her brother Motoyoshi Tio,
who had disappeared completely after the fall of the UOC.

On a mission to protect the Empire and to restore their family name. The Motoyoshi Clan along with the
Seventh Fleet set out to follow the trail of breadcrumbs, risking everything as they unknowingly head
towards facing an enemy that could become far more dangerous than the Mishhuvurthyar..

Official Trailer Threads

7SF:LotG Trailer

Posting Expectations

Seventh Fleet:Laments of the Ghost is a Single Post plotline with the occasional Joint Post Session.
Players are expected to post at least twice per week. If posting ceases for a two week period, the player
will be removed from the plot.

See: Posting Requirements.

Primary Plotship

The primary ship that will be utilized in the plot is a Yamato-Class Flagship, the YSS Densetsu that is
currently undergoing a special refit at Hotaru Star Fortress. Other vessels in the Seventh Fleet will also be
utilized as needed.

7SF: LotG Information and Links

Laments of the Ghost

Laments of the Ghost - Plot History
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The Seventh Fleet and YSS Densetsu

Seventh Fleet
YSS Densetsu
YSS Densetsu Modifications and Interiors
YSS Densetsu Roster
YSS Densetsu Inventory and Vehicle Complement

OOC Notes
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